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To my children:  
Audrey, Nathan, Camille, Andrew, and Colin.

Thank you for your patience with me.  
I love who you are and are becoming—  

all in good time.
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However many be the days remaining to me,  

I will do all things for the love of God.

Brother Lawrence
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ANXIET Y
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In the Year  
of Our Lord 2020

When the cloud of the pandemic grew dark, we were—  
of all places— at the beach. Toronto’s airport had 

been crowded on the day of our departure. The COVID-19 
virus still felt like a distant, foreign crisis.
The sky was cloudless after our arrival. Every morning, 

I woke early to watch the sun rise like a yolk in the sky. 
My husband, Ryan, on the other hand, was waylaid by a 
stomach bug. Most of the week he saw little more than the 
tiled bathroom floor.
We were taking our first beach vacation with four of 

our five kids, as our oldest was off to college: Nathan, a 
high school senior; Camille, a high school sophomore; 
Andrew and Colin, twin seventh graders. They scheduled 
their days around meals and multiple trips to the snack 
bar, filling up on fries before dinner. Every morning, water 
aerobics began promptly at 11:00 a.m., as the speakers 
blared “YMCA” and the pool filled with people.
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On Time Anxiety 
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Then without warning the utensils disappeared from 
the buffet lines, replaced by small bottles of hand sani-
tizer. Soon, staff were standing at every restaurant en-
trance and exit, pumping the antibacterial protection 
into guests’ hands. On Thursday, one day after the WHO 
declared COVID’s historic news, I spent an entire morning 
pleading by phone with Audrey, our oldest daughter, who 
was living in a dormitory on McGill’s Montreal campus, 
to come home.
Initially, this was a crisis to last six weeks. Six weeks we 

would absent ourselves from the bustle of normal life. Six 
weeks we planned to stay home. But six weeks did not solve 
the crisis or leave it behind. By May, as graduations and 
summer camps canceled, as many colleges and universi-
ties planned for a virtual return in the fall, normal was a 
receding shore, growing ever more distant.
“We’re living the Lord’s time!” my friend in California 

said to me over the phone six months later. Like many 
women, she felt tugged between professional and domestic 
life— between managing her three children’s virtual learn-
ing and her pressing work deadlines. The home renovation 
that had stalled in March was again underway, and she was 
managing that too. Pandemic time was a thousand years 
passing like a day, a day passing like a thousand years.
There has been no single experience of the COVID cri-

sis, of course. In Toronto, where we endured the longest 
North American lockdown, some were shut in by deaf-
ening quiet in lonely downtown condos. Others lived a 
noisier year, small children constantly underfoot. For me, 
the crisis blew in like a storm and cut the engine of hurry; 
I welcomed, at least initially, the pause. But COVID did 
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not turn out to be like a weather event. It was not a day 
for sledding and caramel popcorn, as when snow can-
cels school. No, this hardship brought a more foreboding 
change of climate.
Two years after the WHO’s pronouncement on March 

11, 2020, many companies had still not returned their 
employees to the office. Some, like my husband’s com-
pany, have sold their headquarters and opted for a remote 
future, making the boundaries between home and work 
permanently porous. This is to say nothing of those who’ve 
lost lives and livelihoods in the last two years, those for 
whom the virus turned life over like a drawer and emptied 
it with hurricane force. For as much as we want to imagine 
the pandemic as something past, as something to forget, I 
fear it will long be with us, as trauma always is. Our bodies 
have a knack for remembering.
In the year of our Lord 2020, time wasn’t just lived; 

it was suffered. And this is how Moses describes the ex-
perience of time in Psalm 90: “The years of our life are 
seventy, or even by reason of strength eighty; yet their 
span is but toil and trouble; they are soon gone, and we 
fly away.”1 Under virus conditions, life has felt suddenly 
brief, precarious.
I’m reminded of another large- scale catastrophe of this 

century— and the chapel talk Lisa Beamer gave at Whea-
ton College in 2016, fifteen years after the death of her 
husband, Todd, on September 11, 2001. Our family was 
on Wheaton’s campus to celebrate my and Ryan’s twenti-
eth reunion, and the seven of us were at the back of the 
auditorium, sitting shoulder to shoulder in what might 
have been the very same row where two decades earlier 
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I’d recognized my freshman roommate from the picture 
she’d mailed me.
“Do you not know? Do you not hear?” Lisa read aloud 

from Isaiah 40. “It is he who sits above the circle of the 
earth, and its inhabitants are like grasshoppers.” For her 
text that morning, she had chosen a strange passage from 
the prophet that begins with pleas for comfort, then slips 
into darker musings about mortality. I could picture that 
swarm of humanity as she read aloud, the throb and thrum 
of them scurrying after their important, microscopic busi-
ness. Her voice caught.
“Scarcely are they planted, scarcely sown, scarcely has 

their stem taken root in the earth, when he blows on them, 
and they wither, and the tempest carries them off like stub-
ble.”2 I remembered the day when Manhattan’s Towers of 
Babel fell, the city disappearing in plumes of smoke, the 
sky raining the ticker tape of global commerce. I remem-
ber when United Flight 93 ran aground somewhere in the 
middle of Pennsylvania.
How brief it is, time. How very, very small our stature.

Playing Busy like a Fiddle

As early as April 2020, a debate raged about the responsi-
bilities of those of us turned safely inside during this global 
storm. For those time privileged enough to find their cal-
endars suddenly cleared, what should we do with all this 
newfound time? Should we perfect our baking skills? Learn 
another language? Launch a business? Organize the pan-
try and the photo albums? The New York Times regularly 
featured exactly these sorts of ideas, and I did feel better 
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when, on a spring Saturday, we hung garage shelving to 
organize bikes, sports equipment, and snow shovels.
But in her article for Wired, writer Laurie Penny took 

issue with those “lucky enough to be able to shelter in 
place,” who were “using that time to launch podcasts and 
personal projects and life- hack [their] way to some cargo- 
cult pastiche of normality.”3 In her essay, Penny defiantly 
opposed the idea that we were most optimized when we 
were most productive. “Productivity,” she argued, “is not 
a synonym for health, or for safety, or for sanity.”
“How shall we stay productive,” Penny asked, “when the 

world is going to hell?”
It was a question to which I felt particularly attuned. 

Busy has long been the most recognizable version of me.
In college, I snagged a copy of Disciplines of the Beauti-

ful Woman from my freshman roommate’s bookshelf. The 
book was a study in spiritual practices like prayer, Bible 
study, and regular church attendance. It was also a collec-
tion of productivity hacks: keeping a calendar, organizing 
a desk, managing a filing system, and when the occasion 
called for it, finding the perfect dress on the sale rack 
in record time. “Here is a list of things you can do when 
you’re tempted to dawdle— or watch TV indiscriminately,” 
the book suggested.4

After college graduation, I was hired to teach French 
and English at a high school on Chicago’s North Shore. 
Within months of my hiring, my department chair per-
suaded me to apply for graduate school. “It’s never going 
to get any easier,” he said, wearily nodding at the picture 
of his two young children atop his desk. For the next sev-
eral years, I rarely found time to plan ahead. Once, on the 
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way to my sister- in- law’s bridal shower, where guests were 
expected to wear white, I zipped into the parking lot of a 
suburban Chicago mall and gave myself exactly twenty 
minutes in Marshall Field’s to find an outfit. I found a close 
parking spot and the perfect dress hanging near the door. 
Godspeed, I told myself.
Even when I quit my teaching job and became an at- 

home mother, I worked to make my domestic life as busy 
as my professional one. When our twin boys arrived in 
2008, there was no need to go looking for busy. Getting 
out of the house with five children ages seven and younger 
became a military exercise. There were strings of days I 
didn’t remember to brush my teeth. Even my long- held 
habit of immersive Bible reading gave way to months of 
meditating on one simple psalm, Psalm 145, which I copied 
on a couple of index cards and tucked into the pocket of 
my nursing chair. I slept when the babies slept, figuring 
that God understood how busy— and very, very tired—I was.
Both Ryan and I have played busy like a fiddle. “Every 

big career needs a wife,” Stephen Marche’s father told him 
when his wife, Sarah Fulford, took the job as (youngest) 
editor- in- chief for Toronto Life.5 I’ve been that wife— to 
that kind of career. Ryan finished his professional actu-
arial designation at thirty, then applied to MBA programs, 
moving our family from Ohio to accept an offer from the 
University of Chicago. (I gave birth three weeks later.) He 
attended classes part- time while continuing to climb the 
corporate ladder, and I was left alone many nights for din-
ner and baths and bedtime.
“How do you do it?” I have often been asked. When the 

kids were younger, I did “it” by strapping the youngest in 
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the Costco cart and barking reminders to the older ones, 
walking alongside, to hold tight.
There has not been a season of life I’ve left to dawdling: 

not when I was a high school senior, leaving school several 
times a week to practice my piano for my senior recital; and 
not in the year of our Lord 2020, when a global health crisis 
shut the world down. Time (for me at least) has acted like a 
lash held in the hands of some imperious master. This pen-
chant for productivity is part personality, to be sure— but 
it is also part formation. I’m an American Protestant, after 
all, and I understand that God wants us to get things done.
“We must remember,” Jeremy Taylor writes in his 

sixteenth- century The Rule and Exercises of Holy Living,

that we have a great work to do, many enemies to conquer, 
many evils to prevent, much danger to run through, many 
difficulties to be master’d, many necessities to serve, and 
much good to do, many children to provide for, or many 
friends to support, or many poor to relieve, or many dis-
eases to cure, besides the needs of nature, and of relation, 
our private and our publick cares, and duties of the world.6

Holiness can read like a long, exhausting list.
But whatever our religious persuasion, today busyness 

is pushed upon all of us: as expectation, as duty. It’s life’s 
de facto characteristic. The days run swift and swollen like 
a river after rain, and time anxiety is one of humanity’s 
most chronic pains.
How are you?
Busy.
According to Jesus, however, we are not the first hu-

mans worried by time. Before smartphones and time 
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management apps, before digital calendars and even 
analog clocks, people have been plagued by time anxi-
ety. In the Sermon on the Mount, Jesus addressed those 
first- century worriers with a host of practical advice. He 
wanted people to make peace by confronting and forgiv-
ing hurt. He gave commands for keeping promises and 
keeping marriages together. He forbade lust and the public 
performance of righteousness. He taught people to pray 
and to resist greed. This was not spiritual advice at its most 
ethereal nor faith at its most abstract. Jesus wasn’t just 
teaching the principles of the kingdom of God but also its 
practices. Its habits, in other words.
Toward the end of that sermon, Jesus spoke to people 

on the hillside about time. Like us, these men and women 
found the days woefully short. “Which of you by being 
anxious can add a single hour to his span of life?” Jesus 
asked them.7 His question can hardly be more resonant 
today. In fact, it’s a question that’s propped up an entire in-
dustry selling us on the moral imperative of time manage-
ment. But Jesus did not sermonize about productivity and 
efficiency, about hustle and hurry.8 Jesus did not thunder 
“Do more!” and “Run faster!” Rather, he reassured these 
ancient, anxious people of God’s constancy and care.
If God remembered to feed the birds and clothe the 

flowers, what would he ever forget?

A Pandemic Disclosing

In the early months of 2020, time wound down like a ne-
glected grandfather clock. At 8:00 a.m., I wasn’t hurrying 
my children out the door for school. At 4:00 p.m., I wasn’t 
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embroiled in the afternoon rush to retrieve them. There 
was no need to organize the soccer car pool or drive my 
daughter to her weekly horseback riding lesson. Every 
speaking engagement was canceled. Saturdays contracted: 
no games, no gatherings, no errands. Sunday mornings 
trended simpler: homemade waffles and the 10:30 a.m. 
church service viewed from the basement.
Because I had more time, I resolved initially to give my-

self to productivity. I made recognizably ambitious lists: 
to read Montaigne, to make challah, to teach my children 
to properly clean a bathroom. I sent writing prompts to 
my mother and mother- in- law, imagining the memoir 
project I’d help them complete: “Tell a story about your 
parents, which captures how you remember them from 
childhood.” I promised a start on this very book you’re 
reading to my agent. “May— at the latest,” I assured. And 
because someone convinced me I had an important his-
torical duty, I began keeping a pandemic journal for pos-
terity’s sake. “Call it your Coronavirus diary, your plague 
journal, whatever. It’s important. Later, you will want a 
record.”9 In the fall, I started to index its hundreds of 
pages.
Compared to so many— the sick, the dying, the incarcer-

ated, even the young family next door—I had very little 
reason for complaint. We had a backyard and blooming 
rhododendrons. We were employed and healthy. My chil-
dren were self- sufficiently managing their remote learn-
ing, and I was making bread, even writing poems about 
those loaves: In rising light, I stumble to the kitchen and 
stand in service of the yeast: I’ll make the bread again that 
God won’t eat.
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By contrast, I watched the father next door flicking rub-
ber hockey pucks into the net, day after day, with his young 
son, Tommy. I watched them add play equipment to their 
backyard: a trampoline, monkey bars, a slip ‘n’ slide, and 
eventually a small above- ground pool. Without siblings, 
without a regular school routine, Tommy had idle hours 
his parents were conscripted to fill.
What was my problem, then? Why, for all my privilege, 

for all my efforts at productivity, was time still a throbbing 
fist in my chest?
Here was the dislocation of the year of our Lord 2020— or 

better, its disclosing. I had time, but it solved little. The days 
slowed, and I was catching up to myself— yet I still couldn’t 
seem to live the unhurried, unworried time of the Lord.
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